Johor plays vital role in close S’pore-Malaysia links: PM Lee

Its Sultan’s support helped keep cross-border supply chains open during pandemic, he says
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As the key gateway between Singapore and Malaysia, the Sultan’s role in maintaining close cooperation and connectivity between the two countries, which was especially important during the Covid-19 pandemic, said Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong yesterday.

During a ceremony yesterday, the Sultan also announced that Singapore’s key supply chains were not interrupted by the pandemic, allowing the country to maintain its position as the world’s second largest exporter.

The Sultan’s role in maintaining close cooperation and connectivity between the two countries is especially important during the pandemic, said PM Lee.

“Sultan Ibrahim has played a vital role in keeping supply chains open during the pandemic, allowing the country to maintain its position as the world’s second largest exporter,” he said.

The ceremony was held in conjunction with the Sultan’s 60th birthday.

The Sultan was given an official birthday salute, followed by the presentation of a birthday cake.

Yesterday, the Sultan was conferred an honorary Doctor of Laws by the National University of Singapore (NUS) in the first such recognition of his contributions to strengthen ties between Singapore and Johor.

President Halimah Yacob praised the Sultan for his significant contributions to the country.

In a Facebook post yesterday, Madam Halimah wished Sultan Ibrahim a fruitful visit and said she had a good discussions with him.

During the visit, Sultan Ibrahim and his wife were also present at the opening of the new hybrid toll plaza at the Batu Tiga border crossing.

The new toll plaza, which is one of the last toll plazas to be opened in Singapore, will help to reduce congestion and improve traffic flow.

In his speech, PM Lee said that the Sultan’s support helped keep cross-border supply chains open during the pandemic, allowing the country to maintain its position as the world’s second largest exporter.

He added that the Sultan’s role in maintaining close cooperation and connectivity between the two countries is especially important during the pandemic.
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